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1. Getting Started with Copyright 

Introduction 

Before we dive into the details of the subject of copyright, most faculty members, and the 
people who support them, want to know the answer to one important question: “Am I going to 
get in trouble if I make a copy of something for use in my course?” The answer that most 
campus lawyers give to this question is “Well, it depends,” which may be correct, but isn’t very 
helpful. 

Over the years, many campus leaders and faculty members to share their understanding of 
copyright, especially the concept of “fair use” at the heart of using content that was created by 
others. Here are some of their responses: 

 “I can use anything I want because I’m an academic.” 

 “I just make sure I’m not using more than 10% of any given item.” 

 “If I don’t copy more than one chapter, I’m safe.” 

 “I make copies of everything, but just for myself, as backups in case I can’t get to them 
in the future.” 

 “I don’t use more than ten seconds of a song or audio clip.” 

 “I think we’re allowed to use whatever we want, so long as we aren’t charging students 
for it.” 

 “That’s what the librarians are for. They bail me out if there’s an issue about copyright.” 

Each of these understandings contains at least some incorrect or misguided information, and in 
some cases, the faculty member or staff member is liable to end up in trouble, especially the 
person who sees fair use as being able to “use anything I want.” Perhaps more insidious is the 
“ten percent” rule of thumb—a commonly-held idea about the limits of fair use under 
copyright—which doesn’t actually appear anywhere in the copyright law, and may be more or 
less restrictive than given situations warrant. What is needed is a simple test for use cases, one 
that keeps faculty members on the “right side” of copyright fair use in most situations. 

Learning Objectives 

 List the basic elements of copyright as they apply to education; 

 Define originality, fixed format, copyright term, and other key course concepts 

Recommended Readings 

Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF). (2010). Glossary of terms. Teaching Copyright. 
http://www.teachingcopyright.org/handout/glossary 

http://www.teachingcopyright.org/handout/glossary
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US Code 17.1 (2014). Chapter 1: Subject matter and scope of copyright. Copyright Law of the 
United States of America. http://copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html 

Canadian Intellectual Property Office. (2015). A guide to copyright. Canadian Justice Laws. 
http://www.cipo.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cipoInternet-Internetopic.nsf/eng/h_wr02281.html 

RightsDirect. (2015). International copyright basics: What is copyright? Copyright Information. 
http://www.rightsdirect.com/international-copyright-basics/ 

2. Copyright Basics 

What is Copyright? 

What exactly is copyright? At its core, it is a set of protections for people who create things. The 
word “things” is the key, here. One cannot copyright an idea itself, but a tangible expression of 
an idea—something that is put into what the law calls a “fixed format”—may be copyrighted. 

In most countries, copyright also applies narrowly to “original” expressions of ideas. Artists can 
expect that their original combinations of visual elements can be defended under copyright 
against others who may copy the substance of their work without making exact copies. 

For those of us designing materials for online courses, we need to know four things about 
copyright, to begin with. All of these criteria are true in the United States, Canada, and in 
countries where the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) Copyright Treaty applies. 
This means the entire world, except Iran (I’ll bet that you didn’t know that Iran is the only 
country that has not signed a copyright agreement of some sort). All of these elements center 
on the concept of “intellectual property,” or the rights we have regarding the expression of our 
ideas and thoughts. 

 Any time ideas are put into a fixed format, copyright applies. 
o The copyright may be challenged later on. It may be strong or weak. 

Nonetheless, every time you put your lecture notes into a word-processing file, 
you hold the copyright to it. 

o Your students’ essays? They own the copyright to their work for your course. 
o Your video lecture snippets? You own them. 
o The software code that your students create in your computer-science course? 

Theirs. 
o The recording of your friend who does a guest-expert Skype session for your 

course? He or she owns it—and so do you, because you created the recording. 
Copyright can be shared by multiple creators and owners. 

 Copyright is “baked in” to content and does not need to be signaled.  
o Fixed expressions of ideas are “born with copyright,” this means that even if you 

(or your students) encounter resources online that do not have a copyright 
symbol (©) or a copyright statement, copyright still applies. 

http://copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html
http://www.cipo.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/cipoInternet-Internetopic.nsf/eng/h_wr02281.html
http://www.rightsdirect.com/international-copyright-basics/
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o Your spouse’s unpublished diary entries are also protected by copyright. 
o It’s most appropriate to assume that all resources you encounter are protected 

by copyright, and act accordingly. 
 Copyright holders have a lot of rights.  

o They can dictate how, when, and how much of their works can be copied, 
modified, performed, and sold. 

o Remember that people and companies that hold copyrights have a lot of legal 
clout to be able to say how their works are used when people make copies of 
them. These rights are so important that the music-publishing industry group 
ASCAP has published guidelines for when political campaigns may use audio of 
copyrighted songs. 

 There are exceptions when copying materials for certain purposes.  
o Know that when we make copies for teaching, research, and criticism (among 

many purposes), we can apply a few simple tests to see if we can use the copies 
under one of the fair-use/fair-dealing exceptions to copyright. Now, fair use or 
fair dealing does not mean we can copy anything and use it under any 
circumstances. 

3. Fair Use 

Learning Objectives 

We will focus on the following learning objectives: 

 Applying the appropriate heuristic measures for determining the strength of a given fair-
use of copied materials. 

 Analyzing hypothetical situations spanning a diverse range of copyright-related issues 
and collaborating with peers in applying conclusions to their own course designs. 

 Researching copyright case studies and forming opinions through discussion with peers. 

Priests and Professors 

The idea of fair use, fair dealing, or fair abridgment has a long history. To understand how it 
works today, let’s start with a story that we will call “Priests and Professors.” 

In the United Kingdom, the case of Giles v Wilcox (1740) established a doctrine of “fair 
abridgment,“ allowing for booksellers, clergy, and academics to abridge existing books for their 
own purposes. In 1790, James Madison and other founding fathers of the United States drafted 
the first Copyright Act to apply to the then-new country. It protected the intellectual property 
of creators and provided an exception for certain types of people to make copies without 
having to ask permission: this is the “priests and professors” in the name of our story. Canada 
followed British law until it passed its own Copyright Act in 1921, and it, too, allowed for certain 

http://www.ascap.com/~/media/files/pdf/advocacy-legislation/political_campaign.pdf%5d
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classes of people to exercise the right of fair dealing—the right to make copies for limited 
purposes without having to ask permission of the owners of the materials. 

Here’s how it worked for a very long time: 

If an American minister, in 1793, read an article by Benjamin Franklin from the November 7, 
1765, Pennsylvania Gazette (like this one: 
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/treasures/images/bf0005a.jpg), and wishes to copy the article and 
give the copies to his congregation as support for a sermon, he (and it was always a “he” back 
then) could do so without having to ask anyone’s permission. It was considered a “fair use.” 

If a professor at Harvard University in 1803 wished to make copies of a book and give those 
copies to his students, he (and it was always a “he” back then) could do so, without having to 
ask anyone’s permission. It was considered a “fair use.” 

In fact, it wasn’t until the mid-1800s in the United States and the early 1920s in Canada and 
across the British Commonwealth that the privilege of “fair use” and “fair dealing” was 
extended to most people who wanted to make copies. The changes that took place still limited 
the circumstances under which people could make copies without having to get permission: 
mostly for teaching, research, criticism, and reporting. 

One important note: the terms “fair use,” “fair dealing,” and “fair abridgement” actually refer 
to slightly different sets of rights and practices in the U.S., Canada, and other countries, but the 
distinctions among them are very small, so we’ll treat them as rough equivalents here in our 
course. 

From a Right to a Defense 

Today, though, the copyright laws in the United States, Canada, and the WIPO Treaty countries 
no longer allow fair use or fair dealing as an automatic right. Instead, today we have to build a 
case for fair use, and that case can be a strong one, a weak one, or something in between. This 
is why lawyers will answer most fair-use questions with “it depends.” 

As the character of Captain Barbossa says about the Pirate Code in the Pirates of the Caribbean 
movies, the fair-use criteria are "more what you'd call 'guidelines' than actual rules" (Verbinski, 
2003). Initially, fair use was understood to be a right that people could exercise, as we’ve seen 
in the “priests and professors” story above. "The 1976 revision of the Copyright Act . . . 
change[d] the original nature and function of fair use. It treats fair use as a defense, rather than 
as an affirmative right of use" (Ghosh, et al, p. 174). 

Fortunately, building a solid defense to argue that a given use of copyrighted content is a "fair 
use" is relatively straightforward, and the lack of a fixed standard means that each question of 
fair use must be determined on a case-by-case basis. In fact, the Report on Copyright from the 
U.S. House of Representatives from 1976 contains these heartening words: 

http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/treasures/images/bf0005a.jpg
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Although the courts have considered and ruled upon the fair use doctrine over and over again, 
no real definition of the concept has ever emerged. Indeed, since the doctrine is an equitable 
rule of reason, no generally applicable definition is possible, and each case raising the question 
must be decided on its own facts. (HR 94-1476, 1976, p. 65) 

Economic Impact is typically simple to determine. If the faculty member is providing the work 
to help students to avoid paying for it, then this criterion is failed. For example, a professor in 
the computer-science department might distribute to the class CD-ROMs containing needed 
programs, so that students need not purchase their own copies. Even charging the students for 
the cost of materials and copying still shades away from fair use; when in doubt about 
economic impact, err on the side of caution. A second example is illustrative, here. Including a 
photocopied poem in your "prof-pack" every semester is likely not going to deprive the poet or 
publisher of economic gain. Nor is creating a PDF scan of a poem to distribute to your class one 
time. However, creating a PDF scan of a poem to avoid students having to buy the entire book 
in which it appears would likely fail the economic-impact criterion. 

Character of the dealing (Canada only) is, in some ways, an extension of the Nature of the 
Work criterion above. Fair dealing is supported when the copying is done in as limited a fashion 
as possible (e.g., making a copy to be distributed only to students in your online course, versus 
making a copy available to everyone who logs into your institution’s online system), and for as 
limited a time as possible (e.g., providing copies of a music file that will automatically “lock” or 
“expire” after a set period of time; libraries are usually good at advising how you can do this). 

If there are non-copyrighted Alternatives to the dealing (Canada only), then your case for 
making a fair-dealing copy of the copyrighted work is poorer. Think not only of access to exact 
copies of the work, here, too. In projects such as the Open Library (https://openlibrary.org/), 
public-domain copies exist of many texts that are held under copyright in other formats. Look 
up Stephen King, the horror and fantasy author, for example. 

References 

 17 US Code § 107. "Limitations on Exclusive Rights: Fair Use." 
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#107. 

 17 US Code § 110. "Limitations on Exclusive Rights: Exemption of Certain Performances 
and Displays." http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html#110. 

 Ghosh, S., Gruner, R., Kesan, J. P., and Reis, R. I. (2007). "The Function of Fair Use." 
Intellectual Property: Private Rights, the Public Interest, and the Regulation of Creative 
Activity. St. Paul, MN: Thomson/West: 174-176. 

 H.R. Report No. 94-1476 (1976). USCCAN, pp. 65–74. 
http://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ21.pdf. 

 U.S. Copyright Office. (2012). "Factsheet on Fair Use." FL-102. 
http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html. 

 Verbinski, G., Dir. (2003). Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl. Walt 
Disney Pictures. Script quote at IMDB. http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0325980/quotes. 

https://openlibrary.org/
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html%23107
http://www.copyright.gov/title17/92chap1.html%23110
http://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ21.pdf
http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0325980/quotes
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4. Copyright Law 

Two Laws 

Since the 1970s, when the core of the copyright law in the United States and Canada was 
settled, technology developments have far outpaced the law’s ability to keep up with all of the 
new situations where copying now takes place. In the 1970s, nobody could have predicted that 
copying of digital files would be a foundational way we would share information. Years ago, 
audio, video, and print publishing technologies existed, but they were prohibitively expensive. 
Now, nearly everyone has a word processor, audio recording studio, and video camera in their 
pockets. Copyright law has attempted to keep up as much as possible. In Canada, the year 2014 
saw many legal updates to copyright (read about them in our Module 4 recommended 
readings). In the United States, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act and the TEACH Act are two 
laws that attempted to clarify things. 

DMCA 

In 1998, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) was enacted in order to clarify whether it 
was permissible to make copies of digital works for various reasons. For higher-education 
purposes, the most significant outcomes from the DMCA were 

 to make temporary caching of digital work (such as the temporary copy of a video file 
that is created on a user's computer when the content is streamed from an Internet 
location) permissible, 

 and to create special rules limiting the liability of educational institutions for copyright 
infringement by their faculty members, provided the institutions take steps to ensure 
that their staff and faculty members are educated about copyright compliance. 

TEACH 

In 2002, the Technology, Education and Copyright Harmonization (TEACH) Act was enacted in 
order to update Section 110 and 112 of the copyright law, which contained exemptions for 
faculty to display entire works in the classroom, but limit transmitting entire works via 
networks. The TEACH Act expanded faculty members' ability to create and display digital copies 
of content in their online classroom environments. The University of North Carolina Charlotte 
library staff created a TEACH Toolkit in 2003, which remains the most concise explanation of 
the reason that the TEACH Act was created (read more in the Module 4 recommended 
readings): 

TEACH is not a separate or additional copyright law; it simply replaces an already existing 
section. TEACH, or more accurately, Section 110(2) [of the copyright law], is triggered whenever 
the performance or display of a copyrighted work is transmitted. Nowhere in TEACH will you 
find the phrase "distance education" or "online courses." Nevertheless, it can apply to what we 
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refer to as distance education or online courses because transmission of works is exactly what 
is occurring. Additionally, referring to 110(2) as "TEACH," even though the act is many years old, 
is an easy shorthand, similar to using "fair use" for Section 107. . . Thus, any time a performance 
(music, movies, etc.) or display (image, text, etc.) is transmitted (cable television, over the web), 
the TEACH exception might be an option for our faculty.  The many requirements of TEACH may 
prevent its use, but other solutions may be available. 

More recently, some copyright holders have sought to limit the scope of educational use of 
intangible content for distance education. In several cases, U.S. courts have upheld the rights of 
institutions to use digital content in distance-education courses via copying, streaming, and 
transformation of the content, so long as access to the content is restricted only to the 
intended audience, such as students who must key in user names and passwords to gain access 
to the learning management system or media server. 

For the purposes of our course, remember that the DMCA and TEACH Act closed gaps in 
applying copyright to digital media, and that it's usually permitted to use copies of digital media 
if the use is not publicly accessible and is available only to those involved in the learning 
environment. 

Resources 

Stanford University. (2015). Summaries of fair use cases. Copyright and Fair Use. 
http://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/fair-use/cases/ 

Harper, G. K. (2007). The TEACH Act. Copyright Crash Course. University of Texas Libraries. 
https://copyright.lib.utexas.edu/teachact.html 

Harvard University. (2015). FAQ. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act web site. 
http://dmca.harvard.edu/faq 

Sartorio, K., and Cooper, T. (2015). 2014: The year in review for Canadian copyright. Gowling, 
Lafleur, Henderson, LLP. http://www.gowlings.com/KnowledgeCentre/article.asp?pubID=3845 

Phillips, J. (2015). 2014—The copyright year. The 1709 blog. 
http://the1709blog.blogspot.ca/2014/12/2014-copyright-year.html 

5. When Copyright Doesn't Apply 

Introduction 

Copies are “intentional reproductions of all or part of original works, where the copies are 
located in a different place than the original works.” One of the key differences for copyright 
between digital and traditional works is that digital works can often be consumed remotely 
without having to make permanent copies, while works on physical media need to be copied in 

https://learn.illinois.edu/mod/page/view.php?id=951138
https://learn.illinois.edu/mod/page/view.php?id=951138
http://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/fair-use/cases/
https://learn.illinois.edu/mod/page/view.php?id=951129
https://copyright.lib.utexas.edu/teachact.html
http://dmca.harvard.edu/faq
http://www.gowlings.com/KnowledgeCentre/article.asp?pubID=3845
http://the1709blog.blogspot.ca/2014/12/2014-copyright-year.html
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order to be consumed. Think of a paper book: in order to read it, one needs to obtain a physical 
copy of it. 

Now, think of the same content in e-book format: one could download a copy to one’s tablet 
device in order to read it, or one could go online and read the text directly from a website that 
contains the entire text. The website version requires that your computer make a temporary 
copy of the text, but those unintentional temporary-cache copies don't “count” as copies under 
copyright laws. 

Likewise, it is possible to embed a streaming video from, say, YouTube, into a learning-
management-system web page so that the video plays in the web page without the video file 
itself being copied onto to the LMS server. It is possible to serve up all kinds of content—still 
images, audio recordings, videos, text, interactive simulations—from their original Internet 
locations. So long as their Internet connections remain stable, students viewing an online-
course page will have a difficult time telling which pieces of content are hosted on the 
institution’s computer servers and which pieces of content are “passing through” to them via 
streaming or embedding. 

Thus, the first question that online faculty members and designers must ask—even before we 
start to apply the PANE, PANE+CA, or three-part-test criteria of fair use and fair dealing, and 
before we investigate whether there are institutional license agreements and before we 
request permission from copyright holders—is this: "Have I actually made a copy"? 

Have I Made a Copy? 

In other words, have you downloaded a separate file that now resides in a different place from 
the original digital work, like on your hard drive, on an institutional server, or on a portable 
drive? If the answer is no, then copyright does not apply. Period. 

Future copyright law may one day close this gap, but today, if no copy has been made, then you 
may use a work in its entirety, for as many semesters as you like, for whatever reasons, without 
needing a license or permission or anything. Just point people to the place where the file is 
publicly accessible. 

How Can I Give Online Students Access to Materials? 

There are currently two ways of giving our online-course participants access to materials where 
copyright does not apply at all: 

Hyperlinking: Give the web address for a resource. So long as the web address is accessible in a 
public way (that is, there is no need for a username or password to get to it), it’s okay to link 
your online participants directly to whatever resource you wish to share with them. 

Embedding: Many multimedia resources, such as YouTube, Vimeo, and SoundCloud, have an 
“embed code” feature that displays a short snippet of computer code that you can copy into 
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your online-course web page or learning management system page. Once this code is part of 
your web page, you have made a copy of the media player (to which the owner gives you a 
license). The player allows your web-page users to click on the player and stream the media file 
directly from its source. No permanent copies are ever made of the media files. This is called 
“pass-through” playback. 

Make sure that you document the “pass-through” method that you are using. In fact, it is a 
good practice to place attributions within course materials to show which items are being 
embedded or streamed from other locations. Attributions also help in case the streaming or 
embedded code malfunctions: citations can link learners to the original locations of the content 
items, so they can consume them directly from the sources. 

For links and embedded content, a word is necessary that goes beyond the law into the realm 
of ethical behavior. When linking to or embedding content, we are obliged to ensure that the 
content is being shared by its owner or by someone who is using the content in an ethical 
manner. Knowingly linking to unauthorized Internet copies of original works, while perhaps 
technically legal, fails the “sniff test.” This does not mean that we cannot link to or embed 
content from people who are not the copyright holders, just that we should make a good-faith 
determination about whether the desired content has itself been copied and shared ethically. 
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